
The Zomo FlightBag Controller S is a successful combination of DJ-

Bag and Flightcase. It is suitable for various controllers and offers

optimum protection and generous equipment. A very stable metal

frame provides sufficient protection for the packed controllers and

ensures that the bag always stays in shape and guarantees a long

service life. The foam inserts supplied make it easy and safe to store

even smaller controllers. Thanks to the integrated Velcro fasteners,

the foam can be attached to the sides of the flight bag and thus

ensures perfectly padded and safe transport of your controller. The

practical advantages of a bag such as a comfortable shoulder strap

that can be adjusted in length or the additional outside pockets, which

offer plenty of space for all kinds of accessories (such as mobile

phones, chargers, etc.), are perfectly combined with the stability of a

flight bag. Zomo FlightBags are an optimal addition to your valuable

equipment and always ensure a successful appearance. Your

controller is safely embedded in the Zomo FlightBag S and protected

from damage and scratches by the first-class inner lining.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Strong interior upholstery, sturdy metal frame

Protects the device from harmful influences

Comfortable, detachable shoulder strap

Padded carrying handle

Resistant, water-repellent fabric

Korg Kaossilator Pro

Korg Kaosspad 3

Korg Kaosspad Quad

Korg Volca Bass

Korg Volca Beats

Korg Volca Keys

NI Machine Micro

NI Traktor Kontrol X1 MK2

Novation Launchpad Mini

Pioneer DDJ-SP1

Roland Aira TB-3

Roland Aira VT-3

The additional devices shown or mentioned are not included in the scope of delivery. These are available individually in our shop.

SPECIFICATIONS

Internal dimensions 330 x 195 x 58 mm
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Weight 1,40 kg
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